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Preface and gratitude

Due to the founding of a Benedictine monas-
tery, the small village of Weissenohe has been 
a place of exceptional culture since first known 
in history nearly 1.000 years ago. Shape and 
purpose of the institution have changed through 
the ages, obviously. Today the vast monastery 
church is still a landmark. It was built to replace 
the original construction during the general 
renovation in the late 17th and early 18th century 
and contains rich ornamentation and sculptural 
decoration in the typical baroque style of Cath-
olic Bavaria. Organ recitals, classical organ and 
choir concerts are held regularly, today.

Between 1969 and 1981 Weissenohe became 
a considerable center for the upcoming Rock, 
Avantgarde- and Punk Movement of the time. 
Bands like Manfred Mann’s Earthband, Status 
Quo, Iggy Pop, Siouxsie & The Banshees, Nina 
Hagen, The Cure, Frank Zappa, Blondie and 
many more used to perform at a venue named 
To Act. Diedrich Diedrichsen, who visited the 
club in May 1980 to see one of the two concerts 
by The Slits in Germany wrote …a legendary club 
in the middle of the countryside, nearly the only 
one in Southern Germany, where one can hear 
New Music and therefore an important meeting 
point for all Punks, Avantgardists, artists and 
‘self promoters’ from cities like Nuremberg, 
Hof, Regensburg, Stuttgart, Munich, Bayreuth 
etc. [...] everyone seems to be part of a band or 
editing a fanzine.

In the late 1990s artists from Fuerth and Nurem-
berg followed an invitation to participate in an 
exhibition of Contemporary Fine Art at Weisse-
nohe. Since then the old malt production hall 
of the local brewery Klosterbrauerei Weisseno-
he serves as a location for performances and 
exhibitions. In 2004 KunstRaum Weissenohe 
was founded as a possibility to combine social 
themes and contemporary art projects. The list 
of participating artists got soon international. 
In 2009 the most notable painters and sculp-
tors from southern Poland joined the party and 
Weissenohe became an important location for 
a continuously growing association of artists 
from Kraków and from all over Germany.

We are now proud to present the coming proj-
ect as a cooperation between Fundacja Trans-
porter Kultury and KunstRaum Weissenohe and 

Performances. 2004 wurde der KunstRaum 
Weissenohe gegründet, um die Kombination 
von sozialen Themen und gegenwartsbezogenen 
Kunstprojekten möglich zu machen. Die Reihe 
der teilnehmenden Künstlerinnen und Künstler 
wurde schnell international. 2009 schlossen sich 
die bemerkenswertesten Maler und Bildhauer 
aus dem südlichen Polen dem Kreis der Ausstel-
lenden an und Weißenohe wurde ein bedeuten-
der Ort für die kontinuierlich wachsende Ver-
bindung von Kunstschaffenden aus Krakau und 
allen Teilen Deutschlands. 

Mit großer Freude dürfen wir nun das kom-
mende Vorhaben als Kooperation der Fund-
acja Transporter Kultury mit dem KunstRaum 
Weißenohe präsentieren und sagen dafür bei 
unseren polnischen Partnern DANKE, beson-
ders bei Jakub Najbart, Piotr Korzeniowski und 
Kamil Kuzko. DANKE aber auch den Eigentümern 
der Klosterbrauerei Weißenohe Katharina und 
Urban Winkler für die großen Mühen und die 
anhaltende Unterstützung.

Lutz Krutein
Vorstand des KunstRaum Weissenohe

Przedmowa

Kiedy w Weissenohe założono benedyktyńskie 
opactwo, ta niewielka wioska po raz pierwszy 
w swej liczącej już niemal 1000 lat historii stała 
się miejscem wyjątkowo ożywionego życia kultu-
ralnego. Zarówno kształt, jak i cele tej instytucji 
na przestrzeni wieków uległy oczywiście wielu 
przeobrażeniom. Obecnie, duży kościół opactwa 
wciąż pozostaje istotnym punktem na mapie 
miejscowości. Powstał w miejscu wcześniejszej 
budowli podczas ogólnego remontu na przeło-
mie XVII i XVIII wieku; w jego wnętrzu można 
podziwiać bogate zdobienia oraz rzeźbione 
dekoracje utrzymane w typowym dla katolic-
kiej Bawarii barokowym stylu. Również dzisiaj 
w świątyni odbywają się regularne recitale orga-
nowe, koncerty organowe i chóralne.

Między 1969 a 1981 rokiem Weissenohe stało 
się ważnym centrum rodzącego się wówczas ru-
chu skupionego wokół muzyki rockowej, awan-
gardowej i punkowej. w lokalnym klubie To Act 
występowały zespoły takie jak Manfred Mann‘s 

we like to say Thank You to our Polish partners, 
esp. Jakub Najbart, Piotr Korzeniowski and Kamil 
Kuzko as well as to the owners of the brewery 
Klosterbrauerei Weissenohe Katharina and 
Urban Winkler for their great efforts and steady 
support.

Lutz Krutein
Head of KunstRaum Weissenohe

Vorwort und Dank

Dank der Gründung einer Benediktinerabtei ist 
das kleine Dorf Weißenohe seit seiner ersten 
Erwähnung vor nahezu 1.000 Jahren ein au-
ßergewöhnlicher Kulturort. Erscheinung und 
Zweck der Einrichtung änderten sich mit der Zeit 
offensichtlich, aber die mächtige Klosterkirche 
ist nach wie vor eine Landmarke. Sie ersetzte 
den ursprünglichen Bau im Zuge der Umbauten 
und Neuordnung des Klosters im späten 17. und 
frühen 18. Jahrhundert und erhielt eine aufwän-
dige Ornamentierung sowie eine skulpturale 
Ausstattung im Stil des bayerischen, katholisch 
geprägten Barocks. Heute finden dort regelmä-
ßig Orgel- und Chorkonzerte statt. 
Zwischen 1969 bis 1981 wurde Weißenohe ein 
bemerkenswertes Zentrum für die aufkommen-
de Rock, Avantgarde- und Punk Bewegung die-
ser Zeit. Bands wie Manfred Mann‘s Earthband, 
Status Quo, Iggy Pop, Siouxsie & The Banshees, 
Nina Hagen, The Cure, Frank Zappa, Blondie und 
viele andere traten auf einer relativ kleinen Büh-
ne mit dem Namen „To Act“ auf. Laut Diedrich 
Diedrichsen, der den Club im Mai 1980 für eines 
von zwei Slits-Konzerten in Deutschland be-
suchte, „... ein legendärer Club mitten auf dem 
Land, fast der einzige in Süddeutschland, in dem 
man neue Musik hören kann und damit auch ein 
wichtiger Treffpunkt für alle Punks, Avantgardis-
ten, Künstler und Selbstdarsteller aus Orten wie 
Nürnberg, Hof, Regensburg, Stuttgart, München, 
Bayreuth, etc [...] jeder scheint hier in einer 
Band zu sein oder ein Fanzine zu machen“.

In den späten 90er Jahren folgten Künstler aus 
Fürth und Nürnberg einer Einladung an einer 
Ausstellung zeitgenössischer bildender Kunst 
in Weißenohe teilzunehmen. Seit dem dient 
die alte Mälzerei der örtlichen Klosterbrauerei 
Weißenohe als Raum für Ausstellungen und 

Earthband, Status Quo, Iggy Pop, Siouxsie & The 
Banshees, Nina Hagen, The Cure, Frank Zappa, 
Blondie i wiele innych. Diedrich Diedrichsen, 
który był w klubie w maju 1980 roku na jednym 
z dwóch koncertów The Slits, które odbyły się 
w Niemczech pisał… legendarny klub w samym 
środku niemieckiej wsi, niemal jedyny w połu-
dniowej części kraju, gdzie można posłuchać no-
wej muzyki, a dzięki temu jest to również ważne 
miejsce spotkań punków, zwolenników awangar-
dy, artystów i osób chcących się wypromować 
z miast takich, jak Norymberga, Hof, Regens-
burg, Stuttgart, Monachium, Bayreuth itd.[…] 
wydaje się, że wszyscy są w jakimś zespole albo 
przynajmniej wydają fanzine.

W drugiej połowie lat dziewięćdziesiątych XX 
wieku zaproszenie do uczestnictwa w wysta-
wie sztuki współczesnej w Weissenohe przyjęli 
artyści z Fuerth i Norymbergi. Od tego czasu 
dawna hala lokalnego browaru Klosterbrauerei 
Weissenohe służąca kiedyś do produkcji słodu 
jest obecnie miejscem, w którym organizowane 
są występy i wystawy. w 2004 roku powstało 
KunstRaum Weissenohe, którego celem jest łą-
czenie projektów z obszaru sztuki współczesnej 
z tematyką społeczną. Lista współpracujących 
artystów wkrótce poszerzyła się o międzynaro-
dowe nazwiska. w roku 2009 do grupy dołączyli 
najwybitniejsi malarze i rzeźbiarze z południowej 
Polski, a Weissenohe stało się ważnym miejscem 
wciąż rozwijającej się współpracy artystów z Kra-
kowa i terenu całych Niemiec.

Dzisiaj mamy przyjemność zaprezentować nowy 
projekt stanowiący efekt współpracy między 
Fundacją Transporter Kultury oraz KunstRaum 
Weissenohe, i podziękować naszym polskim 
partnerom, a zwłaszcza panu Jakubowi Najbar-
towi, Piotrowi Korzeniowskiemu oraz Kamilowi 
Kuzko, a także właścicielom browaru Kloster-
brauerei Weissenohe Katharinie i Urbanowi 
Winklerom za ich olbrzymie zaangażowanie 
i nieustające wsparcie.

Lutz Krutein
Dyrektor KunstRaum Weissenohe















ARTYŚCI / ARTISTS



Zbigniew Bajek

Bajek was born in Bojanowo in 1958.
In the years 1979-1984 he studied at Kraków’s Academy of Fine Arts, where he 
completed his thesis under the supervision of prof. Zbigniew Grzybowski.
He is now a full professor, working at the Faculty of Painting of the Academy in Kraków 
as an interdisciplinary lecturer and Visual Activities and Structures tutor. 
He engages in interdisciplinary artistic work, including graphic design. He has 
developed a number of international art and research projects.

The “Reliquaries” cycle of works is part of an interdisciplinary project entitled “Kafka 
– Domesticating the Stranger”, which draws on a number of art forms and techniques, 
including film, art installations and quasi-theatrical activities. They refer to the “lowest-
order objects”, such as travel souvenirs or knick-knacks which clutter their owner’s 
space, yet at the same time serve as tokens of remembrance, evoke emotions and 
images, preserving an image of the past. Consecrated by being treated as art objects, 
they are given a new lease of life.

“Relikwiarze-żar” (Reliquaries – fervour”)
digital print on foil, 100 x 70 cm /measurements of a single work/, 2015

computer work: Małgorzata Pabich.



Baier Georg

born in Aurachtal, Germany, 1953. 
Graphic Artist, Illustrator 
Education as Graphic Designer
lives and works in Aurachtal

I forget
you forget
we forget
you forget
they forget

from the series Vergessen (Forgotten) 
all size is 100 x 70 cm, mixed media on paper, 2015



Ulrike Beckmann

born in Solingen, Germany, 1944
Studies: Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, Prof. S. Cremer, Académie Française, Paris 
works and lives in Solingen and on Ibiza works in painting, drawing, installation, 
stage set, books 

Astrocytes (stark-shaped celles) are glial cells in the central nervous system. They 
virtually envelop the nerve cells and are in contact with the upstream as well as the 
downstream neurons. Under certain circumstances astrocytes are able to submit 
the signal to the upstream nerve cell to send fewer impulses to the synapses. The 
transmission of information will become weaker and then cease completely, into 
oblivion. Human control of memory and forgetfulness is therefore impossible. 
Astrocytes hold a central role in forgetting of information.

Resistance is futile 
2,54 x 1,30 m

oil on canvas +
sculpture on wood pedestal, 1,09 m

2015



Andrzej Bednarczyk

Born in Leśna in 1960, he graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków where 
he studied from 1981 to 1986. He completed his diploma thesis under the supervision 
of assistant professor Zbigniew Grzybowski in 1986. Currently, he is a full professor at 
the Kraków Academy, interested mostly in visual art disciplines. 

Memory is a source of the sense of identity. If it stores only a fraction of the events 
that have shaped me, my sense of self is in fact something different from what 
i actually am. The chance of matching these two sets is negligibly small. Yet, despite 
the probability theory, i claim to know who i am.
My will to forget turns into an act of shame, when i throw my own misdeeds into the 
abyss of oblivion, or into an act of forgiveness; when i sweep the misdeeds of others 
under the carpet. Shame and forgiveness make me human. Without them, i am no 
more than an animal.
However, when i am trying to remember a piece of information or a skill that i used to 
know, i struggle to regain the sense of being myself.

“Szczurołapka Minotaura – świat Calculusa” (Minotaur’s rat trap – Calculus’ 
world), 2014, collage, magnifying glass, light, electronics, steel on wood, 

39x39x9cm, photo: Dominik Stanisławski

“Szczurołapka Minotaura – świat anatomii” (Minotaur’s rat trap – the world of 
anatomy), collage, alunite, magnifying glass, light, electronics, steel on wood, 

39x39x9cm, photo: Dominik Stanisławski



Daniel Birkmann

Born in Nuremberg, Germany, 1987 
Works at the Kunstraum (WerkStadt Lebenshilfe Nürnberg) since 2012. His affection 
for History and Geography is reflected in his work ever since. 

Daniel was inspired by several printed images of famous male artists he got to know at 
Kunstraum. He wondered about the women missing and soon took up the matter of 
almost forgotten female artists from the past, and started a research project. He used 
his smartphone to collect information from the Internet and began to draw portrait 
after portrait while showing all characters in a rather unrecognizable way. 

Künstlerinnen/ Female Artists
100 x 100 cm, Acrylic on canvas, 2014



Łukasz Błażejewski

He was born in Głogów in 1982.
A graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in Wrocław,
he is permanently employed at Teatr Nowy in Kraków, working
as a scenographer, painter and perfomer.

32x50 cm, acrylic print, 2014
32x50 cm, acrylic print, 2014

O ZNIKANIU i POJAWIANIU SIĘ PRINCE NEGATIF (PRINCE NEGATIF, ON APPEARING AND DISAPPEARING)

(Works inspired by the Maria Spiss drama, “Shoot me and take me with you”).

“This mysterious light without origin, whose oblique rays are no longer real, is like stagnant water, water without depth, soft to the touch like a natural 
death. Here things have long since lost their shadows (their substance). Something other than the sun shines on them, a brighter star, without an 
atmosphere, or with an ether that doesn’t refract. Perhaps death illuminates these things directly, and that is their sole meaning? These shadows do 
not move with the sun; they do not grow with the evening; without movement, they appear as an inevitable edging. Not the result of chiaroscuro, nor 
a skilful dialectic of light and shadow (for these are still painterly effects), they suggest the transparency of objects to a black sun.”
Jean Baudrillard, Seduction



Miro Brada

born in Lučenec, Slovakia, 1975.  
Works in London, GB 
Studies at Comenius University, Bratislava, Masters of Psychology  
Works a computer programmer with background in psychology and economics. 
Author of essays, interviews, studies in economics, psychology, philosophy, and video-
animations reflecting experience in chess composition, logical series, arts. 

‘Naomi Campbell’ is series of images printed on canvas from animation made in 2010 
in Flash (action script). 
On boulevard Saint-Michel, i bought Baudelaire’s Flowers of Evil (Les Fleurs du Mal 
1857). Opening it at random page i read: “My wife is dead, i am free” (Ma femme est 
morte, je suis libre)... Naomi (like Monroe) represents a spoilt beauty, a special sort of 
Baudelaire’s Romanticism. 

Naomi Campbell
printed on canvas 30 x 21 cm, 2010



Urlika Eller-Rüter

Born in Hamburg, Germany, 1962.
Studies: Werkkunstschule/Universität, Wuppertal. Professor at Alanus University 
of Arts and Social Sciences, Alfter/Bonn. Works and lives in Wuppertal and Bonn, 
Germany. Painting, drawing, art objects; urban and multiaesthetic performances and 
interventions in the open space

(Künstlerforum Bonn: Refugees tell their stories)
Shadowing guests from different countries like Guinea, Somalia, Eritrea etc. while 
preparing their food for a MEAL, which took place in London and Bonn in 2015 (in 
collaboration with London based artist Anna Sherbany). Research how refugees 
situate in the new country by food and how they combine their rituals of dining 
and eating with their new life in UK and Germany and memories. i want to focus on 
the perspective of their hands and the elements of the ingredients for a dish they 
presented during the meal. 

Shadowing 2015 - London, Bonn, Ramallah Installation 
Frieses of Fotos / Stop-Motion-Presentation / Live-Sound from August 22, 2015



Bartosz Czarnecki

He was born in Elbląg in 1988.
Czarnecki is a graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków and successfully 
completed his diploma thesis in 2013, under tutelage of Academy professor Marek 
Szymański.
At present, he is a PhD student at the Faculty of Painting of Kraków’s Academy.
Czarnecki is mostly preoccupied with painting, drawing and graphic art.

oswajanie (taming), 40x50 cm, oil on canvas, 2015
w sklepie (in a shop), 120x120cm, oil on canvas, 2015



Hermine Gold

born in Oberrodach, Germany, 1945
studied pedagody, autodidact in art
painter, object artist
lives and works in Pinzberg, Germany. 

Old-age disease ‘forgetting’ is the great angst of our time. In ancient Greece there was 
an imagination like this:
The more present life is for a dying person, the harder it is for her or him to let go. 
Forgetting life would make it more easy to die. Lethe was a river, and in it flowed the 
water of oblivion. Who drank from its waters was allowed to forget and reached the 
other side without painful memories.

On the Banks of the River Lethe, 2015
Fabric, wax, plaster, pigments (some objects are made of concrete) on 

polystyrene/plaster sockets 
Size approx. 120 x 15 x 15 cm each



Susann-Maria Hempel

born in Greiz, (GDR), 1983.
Studied Media Art & Design at the Bauhaus University in Weimar.

A cinematic devotional book. Based on interviews with an unemployable sufferer (and 
his fellows), living in the East German countryside, who lost his memory in 1989 and 
woke up into several nightmares.

Seven Times a Day We Bemoan Our Lot And At Night We Get Up To Avoid 
Dreaming 

Experimental Short Film, 18 min., 2014



Piotr Korzeniowski

Korzeniowski was born in Kraków, in 1970.
Between the years 1992 and 1997 he was a student at the Faculty of Painting of 
Kraków’s Academy of Fine Arts.
He then completed his honours thesis in painting under direction of assistant 
professor Zbigniew Grzybowski.
He is now professor of the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków, where he is a drawing 
lecturer.
In 2012 he was appointed Dean of the Academy’s Faculty of Painting.
He focuses on such techniques as painting, drawing and photography.

“Nothing makes sense”, 10 x 12 cm, collage on canvas, 2015 
“Szum I” (Noise I), 25 x 25 cm, collage on canvas, 2015

Modern civilisation and culture are determined by transience and impermanence. This 
truth manifests itself in many different aspects of life and human activity: we process 
huge amounts of information, contents and images that are in constant motion. The 
structure of these carriers, with their capacity to describe the reality and express 
emotions, ideas and contents, is scattered and fragmented, since the civilisation 
development puts us in the position of insatiable consumers of a changing stream of 
images and information. 
It has become extremely difficult to shape one’s own identity and develop an outlook 
on life based on accumulated experience. Until recently, the mechanisms shaping 
culture were determined by the Age of Print, which has now come to an end. We no 
longer have lasting values, ideas, knowledge and skills. Our world is built of fragments, 
tweets and posts; it is increasingly disintegrated, broken and made up of emotional 
and factual shards that, unfortunately, cannot be cemented into a meaningful whole.  
These fragments, shreds and pieces create  
a semantic NOISE that has become our  
living environment. Its character  
and structure pervades  
everything, leading to  
the homogenisation of  
culture, information  
and ideas.

My recent work is a visual  
equivalent of these  
processes. 



Lutz Krutein

Born in Munich, Germany,1960.
Studies: Institut für Jugendarbeit Gauting.
Works and lives in Fuerth, Germany.
Object Artist and Conceptual Artist, Art Show and Festival Management

You Wouldn’t Like to Know This 
This one is about Goran Jelisić, nickname ‘Adolf’, responsible for a Bosnian prisoners 
camp in Banja Luka in May 1992. Arrested in 1998 he was found guilty of war crime 
and sentenced to prison for 40 years.

Sometimes Jelisić told the Luka prisoners: i don’t rape, i don’t torture, i kill. He said: 
Before morning coffee i kill twenty, thirty muslims. And: Hitler was the first Adolf, i am 
the second. i don’t touch corpses. He said: i kill decent and nice. 

You Wouldn’t Like to Know This I 
medium: mixed media on canvas, 2014

You Wouldn’t Like to Know This II 
medium: mixed media on canvas, 2014



Kamil Kuzko

Born in 1981 in Lublin, Kuzko is a graduate of the Faculty of Fine Arts of the Maria 
Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin, where he studied from 2002 to 2008. He 
completed his thesis under the supervision of prof. Krzysztof Bartnik in 2008 and 
currently works as an academic assistant at the Faculty of Painting of the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Kraków. His areas of interest include painting, drawing and Urban Art.

The work was created in the courtyard of a functioning prison. The mural recalls the 
now-forgotten story of a successful prison escape, co-organised by Stanisław Marusarz, 
a pre-war ski jumping championship runner-up and member of the resistance 
movement. The above event took place in 1940, during the time of Nazi occupation.

„Dramat wolności” (the Drama of Liberty) /spray paint mural/  
approx. 550x2250cm /Remand Prison/ Kraków 2014



Dariusz Milczarek

Born in 1985.
In the years 2005-2011 Milczarek studied at the Academy of Fine Arts. He completed 
his diploma thesis in 2011 under the supervision of prof. Adam Wsiołkowski.
He focuses on such techniques as painting and photography. 

“Destruction”:

A series of drawings inspired by tombstone portraits.
Often dating back several decades, old photo-porcelain memorials portrayed people 
from a different epoch. The photographs were in various states: some of them intact, 
while others have been destroyed by time and weather conditions, frost-cracked and 
sun-burnt. The images were blurred, as if the people portrayed were disappearing. 
I was overwhelmed by this 
process of destruction and wanted to express it using a different form of art.

“Destrukcja” (Destruction), mixed technique, 70x50 cm, 2011



Jakub Najbart

He was born in Rzeszów in 1972. 
Najbart is a graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków, which he completed with 
distinction in 1998.
He lives and works in Kraków.
His main techniques include painting, drawing and photography.
He holds a PhD in fine arts and is a lecturer at the Kraków Academy.

My works focus on disappearing objects that exist only momentarily or are visible only under 
very specific circumstances, such as Holbein’s skull, perceivable from a certain perspective, or 
jellyfish that can be observed only in water (as they lose shape when on the surface), or a portrait 
of an anonymous woman with a war dog trained for combat, preserved in a photograph. They 
are all underpinned by unease and anxiety, and each of them conveys a threat encoded in our 
sub-culture. They are also characterised by repeatability, the process of rebirth, something we have 
been living with for many years.

“Niewidzialne Holbeina” (Holbein’s Invisible), acrylic paint and oil on canvas, 
40 x 40 cm, 2015 

“Stażystka” (Intern), acrylic paint and oil on canvas, 40 x 40 cm, 2015 



Tilman Oehler

born in Leipzig, Germany, 1943
Studies at Freie Akademie Stuttgart and Akademie der bildenden Künste München
Lives and works in Oberrüsselbach. 
Ceramic artist, painter, object artist 

This Times Before 
Let alone the memorable capacities decline while we’re getting older (…) my moment of change happened 
in 1952, when i became a refugee at the age of 8 3/4 , kidnapped by my mother and brought into the West, 
abandoned and resurrected. Now i take the chance pondering what was so important in the times before. This 
times before. This damned times before! 
So i find things. They recall and sharpen my memory, they stimulate my brain to go back into history. The brain 
is it. And again i recognize a satisfactory feeling inside to have done something very, very important. But soon 
it was, it has become history in this very moment – i can let go, pleased and enjoyed by the installation and the 
echo, no matter if its positive or negative. The moment of memory 



Thomas Oram

Born in Bath (GB), 1990
Joined Kunstraum (WerkStadt Lebenshilfe Nürnberg) in 2011. 

Thomas was irritated by the name of reality soap series Big Brother, that came up in 
the beginning 2000’s whe he still was a schoolboy. Asking his parents what the title 
was all about, they told him of George Orwells novel ‘1984’. He kept it on his mind 
and read the book some ten years later as well as a copy of ‘Animal Farm’ by the same 
author. He wondered especially about the contradicting aspects of both stories and 
worked on them, to find them elsewhere, in other statements, too. Eventually, he 
started to create a serial about paradoxical statements.

George Orwell: Big Brother
20 x 30 cm, acrylic on plywood, 2015



Jan Podgórski

He was born in Kielce in 1987.
In the years 2006-2011, Podgórski studied at the Faculty of Painting of the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Kraków. In 2011 he successfully completed his thesis, and currently is 
a PhD student at the 1st Interdisciplinary Workshop, working under the supervision of 
prof. Zbigniew Bajek. He focuses on drawing, painting and book illustration. He lives 
and works in Kraków. 

Sekwencja zanikania (Fade-out sequence), 3 x 100 x 30 cm, digital drawing, 2015
Fade-out, 100x100 cm, digital drawing, 2015



Janusz Radtke

Born in Puck, Poland, 1960.
Studies: Art High School, Gdynia, Poland.
Works and lives in Nuremberg, Germany.
Works in photography, painting and art objects.

Attempts to draw human faces from memory- people that you met years ago. 
Memories of different facial characteristics, personalities, erotic or thoughtful eyes, 
nose, mouth or also wrinkles and signs of aging. 
I have failed this attempt - to draw from memory - in part, and finally had to resort to 
drawing with the help of old photos… 
Chalk and board (blackboard) are simple, proven and ancient means to capture 
sketches or notes. However, they are not necessarily a permanent medium. Notable 
are the interesting parallels to the transience of our countenance. 

Faces, attempts from memory, 2015
Video installation



Jürgen Rosner

Born in Nuremberg, Germany, 1958
Studies: Dipl. Designer, 1989
Works and Lives: Nuremberg and Flachslanden, Germany
Involved in: Painting, Drawing, Installations

Almost forgotten? 
Pink is traditionally a male color. You wouldn’t believe that? 
Of course! 
Pink for girls, light blue for boys - this convention first occured in the 1920s. Red is male 
and pink is the small red. Therefore Jesus, painted as a child in old paintings, often wears 
a pink dress. In 13th century paintings, just like in those from the 19th century - baby Jesus, 
however, never wears light blue. The small red or pink dress characterizes the Princes as the 
later rulers. 
Since the red color disappeared from military uniforms after World War I, it ceased to 
appear in civilian male fashion as well - thus logically also pink for small boys did not appear 
any longer. (In World War i distance weapons were used - now it made sense to camouflage 
oneself). People started to dress boys and girls in comfortable sailor clothes. The favourable, 
artificial indigo dye was used for the brand new and best coloring material. With the sailor 
clothes it was of nearly compelling logic to make light blue and generally blue the colour of 
the baby boys. As it’s traditional antonym, pink has now become female. 
Taken from Eva Heller ‘How Colors Take an Effect on Emotion and Mind’ 

Almost forgotten?
2015, water with pigment, sealing material

Installation



Detlef Schweiger

Born in Düsseldorf, Germany, 1958  
lives and works in Dresden
Installation artist
Studies at Humboldt University Berlin
Numerous exhibitions in Germany and abroad. Works in public and private ownership 

Millions of used data, submitted by their former producers and users as data trash 
ended up in a couple of malthouse basins, those out of service as well. The huge tanks 
in their historical and industrial nature will shape an extraordinary frame for the re-
formatting of about 5,000 CDs into two rows of constructed carpets.

The new sprouting process can be observed on the surfaces of the layed CDs: 
Particular lighting conditions form phenomena of emerging spectral colors that will 
change with every step of the beholder across the transition between the basins.

data_keym
2 x 2,500 used data volumes (CDs), 2 x 10 x 2.5 m, 2015

photo montage: Joe Lehmann



Justyna Smoleń

Born in 1988 in Nowy Sącz, she is a graduate of the Faculty of Painting of the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Kraków (in 2013, Smoleń completed a thesis under the supervision of 
prof. Leszek Misiak). She is this year’s winner of the Ministry of Culture and National 
Heritage scholarship award. Currently, she is a PhD student at the Art Faculty of the 
Pedagogical University of Cracow. She is mainly interested in painting. 

Untitled, 140-190 cm, oil and tempera on canvas, 2015



Michał Sroka

Sroka was born in Rzeszów in 1984.
In the years 2010-2015, he studied at Kraków’s Academy of Fine Arts, where he 
completed his thesis under the supervision of prof. Zbigniew Bajek. He is also 
a graduate of the Faculty of Architecture at Cracow University of Technology. His main 
areas of interest include painting, drawing, graphic art, photography, spatial objects 
and architectural design. 

compound object
spatial object: 60 x 30 x 240cm *(built of 6 segments)

technique: collage, paint, putty on plywood
year: 2015

“Each position activates in a certain way the space that belongs to an object. To what 
extent can the presence of a sculpture infuse an entire space with new characteristics? To 
what degree can a space be “materialized” and to what degree can it remain indefinite and 
abstract, representing nothing beyond its own extent. i don’t believe in the existence of 
abstract space that isolates us from direct experience. The activities performed in a space 
are meaningful in that they redefine its quality to reflect a unique, inimitable character 
of a place. Seen from this perspective, the space represents the status of a place, defined 
primarily by the presence of an object but also by the person who visits the place.
By filling the space, each of these instances of presence pervades it with the concreteness of 
its own identity [1]”.
Mikołaj Smoczyński



Witold Stelmachniewicz

Stelmachniewicz was born in Jarosław in 1970. He graduated from the Faculty of 
Painting of the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków, having completed his thesis in 1996. 
He is a Drawing Lecturer at the Academy’s Faculty of Painting and Deputy Dean of the 
faculty. He remains focused on painting.

KARAJAN, 80 x 55 cm, oil on canvas 2014
OPPENHEIMER, 120 x 120 cm, oil on canvas 2015



Michał Stonawski

Stonawski was born in 1984 in Kraków. 
Between the years 2004 and 2010, he was a student at the Faculty of Painting of 
Kraków’s Academy of Fine Arts. In 2010, the artist completed his honour’s thesis 
in painting under direction of professor Leszek Misiak. Having completed full-time 
doctoral studies at the Kraków’s Academy, he focused on painting.

Bezpieczniki (Fuses), 45x35 cm, oil on canvas, 2014
The painting depicts a fuse box in the studio that i rent at pl. Bohaterów Getta 
in Kraków. The meter still works, although the box needs to be supported with 
a wooden stick attached to the wall specifically for this purpose. The safety of 

this box relies on a fragile wooden support. 

Tabliczki (Signage), 30x25 cm, oil on canvas, 2015
Renovation work signage; the font used suggests that it was produced in the 

1950’s. i found and hijacked these signs from an old demolished power station 
at ul. Wawrzyńca. All that remains is the front wall. These signs are vestiges of 

transformation of a place that no longer exists.



Jan Tutaj

Tutaj was born in Jasło in 1969.
In the years 1989-1994, he studied at the Faculty of Sculpture of the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Kraków. He successfully completed his diploma thesis in 1994.
Currently, he is a professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków, working with year 
1 students as a sculpture lecturer, and performing the duties of Deputy Rector for 
student affairs. 
He is preoccupied with sculpture, medal design and drawing (sporadically, also 
photography and painting).

All of the selected works refer in one way or another to the idea of retaining/losing 
memory. 
Keeping the memory alive is a continuous process, one that consists in fighting against 
its loss/fading. 
Objects are spatial symbols of this process, tokens of memory, entrusted with the task 
of regaining priceless memories, images or gestures that we lose on a daily basis and 
which are the quintessence of our identity. Materialization of apparently trivial events 
and common objects and turning them into art symbols, is often the ultimate form of 
their preservation and a way to imbue them with timelessness. 

RYTUAŁ (Ritual), metal, stainless steel, wax, ash, salt, oil, water, fire (5-element 
work, height 130 cm, dimensions 400 x 400 cm), 2011



Christian Vittinghoff

Born in Würzburg, Germany, 1965. 
Lives and works in Nürnberg, Germany
Studies: Académie royale des beaux-arts de Bruxelles, Koninklijke Academie voor Schone 
Kunsten Antwerpen
Painter, Performer, Stage Designer
Artist en residence, Bethúne (F); project manager arts & theater at Skåne cultural center (S);
Manager at Kunstraum der Lebenshilfe Nürnberg

Brusselterug (Brussels behind/backwards) is a segmented work without limits. Since the 
year 1990 i do work on this theme again and again at varying intervals, using a photoprint 
as a model. i limited the volume to one picture per day to preserve the whole 
concentration of a day in this one picture. The format is always the same 40 x 50 cm.
The idea of this work is very simple: My view travels back to a moment in the year 1989 in 
Brussels. From the varying choice of present material and technique arises the view from 
a continuosly renewing today towards a yesterday, steadily growing older. 

brusselterug/ Brussels behind/backwards 
Mixed media on canvas, 160 x 100 cm, in process since 1990



Heike Wurthmann

born in Bonn, Germany, 1980.
studies at technical school for carpenters and wood sculptors, Garmisch-Partenkirchen 
lives and works in Schwabach & Nuremberg
sculptor and installation artist

Dedicated to my grandmother who in 2013 was found disoriented and severely 
dehydrated at her home at the age of 93 years. She has not recovered from this tragic 
event and thereby lost her independence and her memory. She now lives in a nursing 
home and nothing can stop the steady fading of her memories. When i hold her hand 
today she does not know who i am. 

Ulla
Installation 

Year of origin: 2015 
Materials: leather doctor’s case, gelatin capsules, LED lights
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Uczestnicy z Polski / Polish participants: Uczestnicy z Niemiec / German participants:

 1.  Zbigniew Bajek bajekbajek@tlen.pl

 2.  Andrzej Bednarczyk Totus144@gmail.com 
   www.fieldofnarcissi.com

 3.  Łukasz Błażejewski lukaszblazejewski@op.pl 
   www.princenegatif.com

 4. Bartosz Czarnecki czarnecki_b@o2.pl 
   www.bartoszczarnecki.blogspot.com

 5. Piotr Korzeniowski piotrkorzen@poczta.onet.pl 
   www.piotrkorzeniowski.com

 6. Kamil Kuzko kuzkokamil@wp.pl 
   kamilkuzko.wordpress.com/author/kamilkuzko

 7. Dariusz Milczarek milczarek.dariusz@gmail.com 
   www.dariuszmilczarek.blogspot.com

 8.  Jakub Najbart najbart@wp.pl

 9. Jan Podgórski jan.podgorski@gmail.com

 10. Justyna Smoleń smolenjustyna@gmail.com 
   www.justynasmolen.wordpress.com

 11. Michał Sroka mihalsroka@gmail.com 
   www.srokamichal.blogspot.com

 12. Witold Stelmachniewicz coyoteblues@gmail.com 
   www.facebook.com/witold.stelmachniewicz

 13. Michał Stonawski stonxx@gmail.com 
   www.michalstonawski.blogspot.com

 14. Jan Tutaj jan.tutaj@gmail.com

 1. Baier Georg www.baier-georg-art.de

 2. Ulrike Beckmann ulrikebeckmann@me.com 
   www.ubi-beckmann.de/

 3. Daniel Birkmann

 4. Miro Brada www.each.co.uk

 5. Urlika Eller-Rüter www.ulrika-eller-rueter.de

 6. Hermine Gold

 7. Susann-Maria Hempel

 8. Lutz Krutein Krutein@aol.com 
   www.kulturringc.de/LutzKrutein/Arbeiten01.htm

 9. Tilman Oehler www.oehler-hof.de

 10. Thomas Oram

 11. Janusz Radtke Janusz.Radtke@uk-erlangen.de 
   www.janusz-radtke.de

 12. Jürgen Rosner info@studio-rosner.de 
   www.studio-rosner.de

 13. Detlef Schweiger schweiger@schweigwerk.de 
   schweigwerk.de

 14. Christian Vittinghoff

 15. Heike Wurthmann www.atelier-hirnholz.de




